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ABSTRACT Wireless distributed storage systems can potentially relieve the centralized traffic burden of
base stations (BSs), and further improve system reliability for content sharing in device-to-device (D2D)
communications. Mobile devices [i.e., content requesters (CRs)] can not only download their desired
contents from serving BSs, but can also get them from neighboring devices [i.e., content helpers (CHs)]
with possession of the contents. However, D2D links between CRs and CHs are not necessarily stable, due
to user mobility and the time-varying property of wireless links. This paper focuses on the utilization of
socially enabled D2D links to deliver the desired contents based on distributed storage. We evaluate the
success rate for downloading and repairing in D2D-assisted networks accordingly, by analyzing statistic
social interaction information for potential D2D links. Thus, it is necessary to maintain or assign enough
qualified D2D links to afford content downloading and repairing from neighboring devices. To reduce the
overall system transmission cost, this paper further proposes a hierarchical bi-partite method to guarantee
at least k admissible D2D links according to their statistical channel state information, by considering one
type of erasure correcting codes, the maximum distance separable code. Simulation results demonstrate the
performance and advantage of our proposed scheme.

INDEX TERMS Wireless distributed storage, D2D communications, social interaction, maximum distance
separable code.

I. INTRODUCTION
The rapidly increasing number of cellular users and emer-
gence of more diverse multimedia services have led to
exponential growth of traffic load at the cellular base-
stations (BSs). Device-to-device (D2D) communication has
emerged as a potential efficient approach to reduce the heavy
traffic burden on the BSs, because of its property of mak-
ing direct links possible between mobile nodes in proxim-
ity [1]–[3].

As a potential complementary solution for traffic offload-
ing from BSs, the peer-to-peer storage system is attracting
more attention recently. Thanks to the increasing storage
capacity of mobile devices, data files can be stored in
a distributed way and individual mobile devices them-
selves can act as caching servers [4], [5]. Content caching
based distributed storage has been raised as one popular
approach to reduce peak traffic for centralized BSs and

improve reliability, by storing popular contents closer to the
end users [6]. In the distributed system, there are two types
of nodes, which are the content requester (CR) and content
helper (CH). The requester can ask for contents from the
helpers without retrieving from BSs. Accordingly, the wire-
less distributed storage system is formed, since the requesters
and helpers can be linked directly via D2D communications.
In such a distributed storage system, those new requesters
can potentially get the desired content from neighboring
helpers who have stored the content, or from serving BSs.
Whether those requesters can successfully get the desired
content via D2D links or not, depends on the physical con-
dition of those involving D2D links, and we call this the
download procedure. If the helpers are out of reach, it is
necessary to assign some new nodes to act as the helpers again
after storing the given content, and we call this the repair
procedure.
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Redundancy is another very important consideration in
the distributed storage system, because of its inherent pur-
pose of ensuring reliability [7]. Erasure coding offers great
redundancy efficiency [8], such as the regenerating code
and Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) code [9]. For the
regenerating code, storage nodes do not send the whole
piece of the file that is stored in the nodes, but encode the
desired lost data and forward them for node repairing. Hence,
there is a trade-off between storage and repair bandwidth
in the regenerating code. Generally, there are two classic
regenerating codes for exact repair, which are the minimum
storage regenerating (MSR) code and minimum bandwidth
regenerating (MBR) code [10]. With the same parameters,
the MSR code can achieve the minimum storage and the
MBR code can bring the lowest repair bandwidth, but both
codes have to pay for the high encoding and decoding cost.
In terms of the redundancy-reliability-complexity tradeoff,
the MDS code is one efficient and optimal storage code by
considering reliability and redundancy.

Social behaviors and characteristics of mobile users play
an important role for the performance and feasibility of dis-
tributed storage system [11], [12]. Practically, those mobile
users in the distributed storage systemmove randomly, result-
ing in instability of potential D2D links between the requester
and helpers [13]. Whether those content requester-helper
D2D links can be stable or not depends on the evaluation of
the impact of mobility on socially enabled nodes interactions.
Typically, there are two social interaction metrics: social
contact frequency and contact duration. On the other hand, the
redundancy must be continually refreshed as the helper nodes
fail to connect because of poor physical links or departure.

Generally, typical contact durations for D2D links are not
long enough to afford the transmission of full data with huge
sizes, and thus storage codes become very useful to fragment
the full size content into several small pieces. In this paper,
we use the MDS code for its optimal redundancy-reliability
tradeoff [14]. In particular, under an (n, k) MDS code, a file
is partitioned into k pieces, encoded and stored in n nodes.
It is sufficient to connect any k of these n nodes to recover the
entire file. Hence, thewhole network’s reliability is improved.
For file downloading and repairing over distributed storage,
the MDS code requires k nodes and achieves a better latency
performance compared to other codes.

Motivated by above facts, in this paper, we consider the
process of content downloading, and focus on the minimiza-
tion of the transmission cost for getting desired content in
a distributed storage scenario using the MDS code, where
the requester can achieve the desired content from adjacent
content helpers via D2D links or seek help from the serv-
ing BSs. In particular, we investigate the problem on how to
fully utilize potential D2D links even with a short duration
between requesters and helpers in the wireless distributed
storage system with both physical and social aspects, so as
to download desired data successfully and efficiently.

In summary, the problem is a 3-dimensional matching
problem, among cellular user resources, content requesters,

and content helpers, which also can be formulated as a
3-uniform hypergraph [15]. However, the multi-dimensional
matching problem is NP-hard, we will consider some approx-
imation solutions to simplify the problem in this paper.
Similar problem formulated in relay networking was
discussed in [16]. However, the optimal algorithms are
computationally complex. Thus, the authors focus on approx-
imating the problem by dividing it into two steps by assum-
ing a hierarchical bi-partite composing of upper and lower
layers. The upper layer is for content sharing between the
CH and CR, whereas the lower layer is for resource sharing
between the formed D2D requester-helper links and cellular
spectrum resources [12]. Both of them are 2-dimensional
matching problems, and accordingly there are several kinds of
solutions in terms of centralized and distributed manners for
addressing this. However, most of the existing solutions are
one-to-one matching solutions, such as the Hungarian
algorithm, Gale-Shapley (GS) algorithm, and Hopcroft-
Karp (HK) algorithm [17], [18]. The considered problem is
a one-to-many matching problem because of involving the
MDS coding scheme. Then, the H-matching method will be
exploited to optimize resource utilization [19].

This paper is organized as follows. Section II depicts the
system model and formulates two problems in terms of hit
ratio maximization and downloading transmission cost mini-
mization, respectively. Section III formulates the H-Matching
problem for socially enabled content sharing, and expands
the problem to a hierarchical bi-partite problem where
D2D links between potential content requesters and helpers
are formed over cellular users’ resources. The impact of
social contact duration and frequency for requester-helper
partners encountering is analyzed, along with the cost deriva-
tion. Section IV provides the bi-partite based optimizated
solution for distributed storage, and presents our new algo-
rithm that can substantially lower the cost for content down-
loading and repair. We then present our simulation test results
in Section V before the conclusion in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. SCENARIO DESCRIPTION AND ASSUMPTIONS
Basically, content sharing between helpers and requesters
can be accomplished via D2D communications, if those
D2D links are stable. As shown in Fig. 1, we consider cellular
D2D underlay where D2D links attempt to share cellular
uplink (UL) resources. Interference caused by D2D transmit-
ters to BSs can be removed through interference manage-
ment. In other words, content helpers can transmit desired
content to requesters by reusing the UL resources of cellular
users (CUEs). Although we study D2D underlay, once the
interference between cellular users and content requester-
helper D2D link is very weak, the problem scenario can
switch back to overlay mode naturally.

In this paper, the content downloading for requesters or
content repair are technically the same, since we are using
MDS as the content coding scheme. For simplicity, we will
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FIGURE 1. Scenario for content downloading in wireless distributed
storage system when content requester is out of coverage (i.e., left side)
or within coverage (i.e., right side). Whether the requester can get desired
content via D2D links depends on feasibility of having k qualified D2D
links with given MDS content coding. Recall that the repair process for
helper is similar to download process when associated content helper is
out of working.

take download process for example to demonstrate system
performance. In our distributed storage system using the
MDS code, a file (content) is partitioned into k pieces
(packets), and encoded using an (n, k) erasure correcting code
of rate R = k/n, the encoded data is stored in n nodes. Thus,
we can name that each node stores exactly Z = M/k bits,
whereM means the size of unit content. In this case, content
downloading via D2D communications can be possible only
when there exist at least k qualified content helper-requester
links. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate whether there
are more than k potential helpers to form D2D links with a
given content requester, and whether the contact duration for
each D2D link is enough to transmit the fragmented packet
successfully with size M/k . As shown in Fig. 1, whether
the process for content downloading can be accomplished
by D2D communications depends on transmission quality of
D2D links.

In this paper, without loss of generality, content sharing
over the distributed storage system is discussed in two cases
as follows. Note that, in both cases, the requester will first try
to receive content from adjacent helpers for traffic offloading
and energy saving purposes.
• Case 1: Downloading out of BS coverage.
When content requesters are located out of the cov-
erage of their associated BSs, they can only get the
content from neighbouring helpers by the distributed
storage system. For example, content requester 2 (CR 2)
in Fig. 1 can only get required contents from helpers
3 (CH 3) and 4 (CH4).

• Case 2: Downloading within BS coverage.
When requesters are located within the coverage of
the associated BSs, they can get required content
either from content helpers or seek for help from
the BSs if they fail to obtain entire contents from
helpers. As shown in Fig. 1, content requester 1

(i.e., CR 1) cannot only receive content from helpers 1
(i.e., CH 1) and 2 (i.e., CH 2), but also can download
from the BS directly when the link between CH 1 and
CR 1 is not available.

Let R = {1, . . . ,R}, H = {1, . . . ,H} and C = {1, . . . ,C}
denote the index sets of content requesters, content helpers
and CUEs, respectively. For D2D link between the h-th helper
and the r-th requester sharing the uplink resource of CUE c,
we denote gh,r , gc,B, hc,r and hh,B as the signal links of
D2D communications, the signal link from the c-th CUE
to the BS, the interference link from CUE c to requester r ,
and the interference link from the h-th helper to the BS,
respectively. Specifically, in Case 2 we can denote gB,r as
the signal link from the BS to content requester r , whereas
there exist no direct links between the BS and requesters
in Case 1. The background noise on each channel is assumed
to be additive Gaussian noise (AWGN) with variance σ 2

N .
Note that practically the BS may not have instantaneous

channel state information (CSI) of hc,r and gh,r since they are
not directly linked to the BS. However, it can obtain statistical
information of relevant links based on long-term feedback.
Specifically, we assume that gh,r and hc,r follow independent
exponential distributions with expected channel power gain
denoted by αh,r and βc,r , respectively [13].

Furthermore, in our scenarios, we assume those mobile
users (e.g., content requesters and content helpers) move reg-
ularly in practice. Social interaction, related to user mobility,
can at least be evaluated by utilizing social contact duration
and social contact frequency [13], [20], and has a vital impact
on the stability of transmission links between content helpers
and requesters. Therefore, in this work, beyond traditional
physical distance, we create potential D2D links also based
on social interaction between users. For a given cellular
resource, e.g. CUE c, the corresponding admissible D2D
links should guarantee the transmission of a data block with
Z bits with success probability above vdmin, which is the target
threshold to decide whether a D2D link is stable and qualified
or not.

B. NOTATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS
We define Q as an R × H matrix with the (r, h)-th element
qr,h to present the matching between content requesters and
helpers:

qr,h =
{
1, helper h transmits data blocks to requester r ,
0, otherwise,

s.t.
∑
r∈R

qr,h ≤ 1,

where the constraint indicates that each content helper can
only serve for one content requester at one time at most.
However, for MDS content coding, only there are more
than k qualified helpers to form k D2D links, can the content
requester r get the desired content from neighbouring helpers,
i.e.,

∑
h∈Hqr,h ≥ k .

Similarly, S is defined as anH×C matrix with the (h, c)-th
element sh,c to present the matching between content helpers
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FIGURE 2. Hierarchical bi-partite graph for content sharing and resource allocation.

and CUEs, where

sh,c =

 1,
helper h reuses the resource of CUE c
for data transmission,

0, otherwise,

s.t.
∑

h∈H,c∈C
sh,c ≤ 1,

where the constraint indicates that the matching problem
between CUEs and D2D links (which are between CHs and
CRs) is a one-to-onematching. In other words, each D2D pair
can reuse at most one CUE’s spectrum resource at one time,
and the spectrum resource of one CUE can be reused by at
most one pair of D2D users at one time.

Let PHh and PCc be the transmit powers of the h-th content
helper and the c-th CUE, respectively. Note that, mobile users
usually have limited battery. Therefore, beyond the constraint
of individual maximum transmit power for helpers and CUEs,
PHmax and PCmax, the sum maximum transmit power, Pmax,
needs to be considered to reflect the power constraints of
mobile users. For convenience, we can define the following
vectors:

p = [PHh ,P
C
c ]

ᵀ,

pmax = [PHmax,P
C
max,Pmax]ᵀ,

g(p) =

PHmax − P
H
h

PCmax − P
C
c

Pmax − PHh − P
C
c

.
Thus, the power constraints can be expressed as

0 � g(p) � pmax.

C. PROBLEM FORMULATIONS
To guarantee the performance of content sharing in our wire-
less distributed storage system via cellular D2D underlay, we
utilize MDS content coding. A very critical problem is the
3-dimensional H-matching problem among CRs, CHs, and
CUEs, as shown in the left bottom part of Fig.2. We will for-
mulate a one-to-many H-Matching problem between content
requester and helpers, i.e., 1 requester to k helpers. However,
the problem is NP-hard, and there is no optimal solu-
tion with polynomial complexity. Thus, we will expand the
H-matching problem into the bi-partite problem, by adding
k − 1 dummy requesters which have the same edge with the
corresponding requester. Accordingly, the problem switches
back to 1-to-1 matching again. Furthermore, another resource
allocation oriented bi-partite problem will be constructed
on how to find an appropriate cellular spectrum for each
expanded one-to-one D2D requester-helper link.

Specifically, we can decompose the 3-dimensional
H-matching problem into two sub-problems, which include:
i) selecting k content helpers for each requester to transmit
data packets via D2D communications; ii) resource sharing
for each potential content sharing based D2D link to reuse
cellular users’ resource, in which power allocation for content
helpers and corresponding CUEs over the same resources will
be also considered. The decoupled problems can be solved by
formulating as a hierarchical bi-partite matching for content
sharing and resource allocation accordingly, as shown in the
right part of Fig. 2.

Generally content requesters can either be located within
the coverage area of the BS or not, as shown in Fig. 1.
Our objective varies in the two different scenarios, which
can be achieved by using different algorithms to optimize
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Q, S and p, according to the two subproblems mentioned
above.

The key difference between the two cases is that whether
it is allowed to download desired content from the BS.
In case 1, requesters cannot get desired contents if the down-
loading (i.e., transmission) via D2D communications fails,
since they are out of the coverage of the BS. Under such
circumstance, a critical concern is how to guarantee that
more requesters can successfully obtain required contents.
However, in case 2, requesters can always download desired
contents successfully because of the help from the BS. In this
paper, we investigate two metrics which are average D2D hit
ratio and downloading transmission cost, relating definitions
are given as below.
Definition 1 (Average D2D Hit Ratio): Given a set R

consisting of R content requesters, the probability that the
r-th requester can successfully get desired content by D2D
communications can be denoted as Pr(r). Average D2D
hit ratio is the average success rate of D2D based content
sharing for all the requesters, which can be expressed as

ADHR =

∑
r∈R Pr(r)
R

.

Definition 2 (Downloading Transmission Cost): Given a
setR consisting of R content requesters, downloading trans-
mission cost of the r-th requester, denoted as Co(r), is pro-
portional to consumed energy and spectrum resource usage
for content sharing and can be expressed as

Co(r) = P · T · B,

where P is the transmit power, T indicates the time dura-
tion of content delivery, and B indicates the communication
bandwidth.

Based on the definitions above, we focus on how to
minimize the downloading transmission cost, and how to
maximize the average D2D hit ratio for downloading con-
tent accordingly. Our first objective is to maximize the
average D2D hit ratio for all requesters, by optimizing the
matching between content helpers and requesters, the match-
ing between potential requester-helper pairs and cellular
resources, and the transmit power of content helpers and
CUEs, which can be expressed as

max
Q,S,p

∑
r∈R Pr(r)
R

(1a)

s.t.
∑
r∈R

qr,h ≤ 1, (1b)∑
h∈H

sh,c ≤ 1,
∑
c∈C

sh,c ≤ 1, (1c)

0 � g(p) � pmax, (1d)

where constraint (1b) means that each content helper can only
serve for at most one requester at one time, constraint (1c)
indicates the matching between CUEs and D2D links to
be a one-to-one matching, and (1d) is the transmit power
constraint.

Another objective is to minimize the desired downloading
transmission cost for all requesters either from neighbour-
ing content helpers or from associated BSs, which can be
expressed as

min
Q,S,p

∑
r∈R

Co(r) (2a)

s.t.
∑
r∈R

qr,h ≤ 1, (2b)∑
h∈H

sh,c ≤ 1,
∑
c∈C

sh,c ≤ 1, (2c)

0 � g(p) � pmax. (2d)

III. SOCIALLY ENABLED CONTENT SHARING IN
HIERARCHICAL BI-PARTITE GRAPH
In the distributed content caching scenario in cellular D2D
underlay, the success rate of content downloading via D2D
communications has a significant impact on system perfor-
mance. Generally, delivery success rate varies for different
helper-requester pairs by reusing spectrum resources of dif-
ferent CUEs, coming from not only physical conditions, but
also mobility-impacted social characteristics.

Recall that, this paper focuses on finding the optimal
matching among content helpers, requesters and cellular
resources, so called the 3-dimensional H-matching problem.
In order to simplify, the problem can be decomposed and
solved by exploiting bipartite graph, which has been widely
applied to discrete resource allocation to facilitate the match-
ing problem [21]. In what follows, we will elaborate the
3-dimensional H-matching problem, and expand it into the
hierarchical bi-partite graph based matching problem by con-
sidering both physical and social factors, in terms of content
sharing and resource allocation in our distributed storage
system.

A. HIERARCHICAL BI-PARTITE GRAPH MATCHING
It is difficult and time-consuming to find the optimal match-
ing directly for content sharing and resource allocation.
To facilitate subsequent analysis, we can use the decomposed
hierarchical bi-partite graph directly which represents all
the potential combinations into two parts: content sharing
oriented bi-partite graph and resource allocation oriented
bi-partite graph, as shown in the right part of Fig. 2. Thus, we
can define a potential combination of the content requester,
helper and cellular resource as follows.
Definition 3 (Potential Combination): Given a set of

requesters R, a set of helpers H, and a set of CUEs C,
a potential combination (r, h, c) means that requester r
can receive data blocks from helper h by reusing CUE c’s
resource. Thus, the set of all potential combinations can be
described as

PC = {(r, h, c), r ∈ R, h ∈ H, c ∈ C} .
Obviously, there are at most R · H · C kinds of potential

combinations in the set PC, as shown in the left top part of
Fig. 2.
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Therefore, the decomposed hierarchical bi-partite graph in
the right part of Fig. 2 consists of the following two parts:

1) H-MATCHING AND CONTENT SHARING
ORIENTED BI-PARTITE
Looking into content sharing problem between content
requester and helper, it is compulsory to have at least k
content helpers for each requester, because of utilizing MDS
content coding. As we discussed above, we need to expand
the H-matching problem into the bi-partite graph problem.
More details about the expanded procedure can be found in
Algorithm 1 in the next Section.

Algorithm 1 Expanded KM Algorithm for 1-to-k
Matching

R: the set of content requesters.
H: the set of content helpers.
deg(r): the degree of vertex r.
k: the number of helpers required for D2D content
downloading.

begin
step 1: Construct content sharing oriented bi-partite

graph according to (3) and (7).
step 2:
for r ∈ R do

if deg(r) < k then
Remove all the edges connecting with r in
the bi-partite graph.

end
end
step 3: Expand every vertex r inR to k vertices, i.e.,

add k − 1 dummy vertices and connect them
to r with the same edge weight.

step 4: Based on the new constructed bi-partite
graph, adopt the KM algorithm to find the
optimal one-to-one matching M∗,
whereM∗ is an (R · k)× H matrix with the
(i, j)-th element mi,j,

mi,j = {0, 1},
∑

i mi,j ≤ 1
and

∑
j mi,j ≤ 1.

step 5: MapM∗ to M∗

1,k by the reversion of vertex
expansion, where M∗

1,k is an R× H matrix
with the (r, h)-th element qr,h, qr,h = {0, 1},
qr,h = 1 only when

∑r×k
i=(r−1)×k+1 mi,h = 1.

step 6: Output M∗

1,k as the optimal 1-to-k
matching result and then stop.

end

In the content sharing oriented bi-partite graph, obviously,
all the potential content helpers are supposed to have the
desired content from content requesters. In the graph, an edge
connecting requester r and helper h indicates that D2D data
transmission between helper h and requester r is possible.
In addition, helper h and requester r must be located within
the allowablemaximum distance of D2D communications for
each other.

Beyond physical distance and caching constraints, it is also
necessary to consider social characteristics jointly. Highly
recommended content from their partners with high social
tie would be taken easily, resulting in good content diffu-
sion. However, for simplicity, we leave social characteris-
tics consideration in the next resource allocation oriented
bi-partite graph from the perspective of mobility-impacted
social behavior. That means, helper h must have cached
the required contents for requester r , and mobility-impacted
social interaction between them should guarantee that the
contact time is enough for data transmission.

2) RESOURCE ALLOCATION ORIENTED BI-PARTITE GRAPH
As shown in the bottom right part of Fig. 2, an edge linking
CUE c and the D2D link between helper h and requester r
means that helper h can transmit data blocks to requester r
by reusing the spectrum of CUE c. Bi-partite graph repre-
senting resource allocation can be constructed by consider-
ing physical transmission condition and mobility behaviour,
such as spectrum reuse with mutual interference con-
straints, and mobility enabled contact for data transmission.
D2D data transmission between the helper and requester
should not be interrupted by co-channel interference while
guaranteeing basic communication requirements for CUEs.
Based on the analysis above, whether an edge can exist in
the graphs depends largely on the success probability of
transmitting desired content via D2D links between the helper
and requester within the contact duration.

Thus, we define Pr(r, h, c) as the success rate that con-
tent helper h can successfully transmit data packets with
a size of M/k to requester r by reusing the resource of
CUE c. Then we can determine a set of admissible D2D
links for each cellular resource by eliminating those poten-
tial combinations with a low success rate. By doing so, the
computational complexity can be reduced without noticeable
performance loss. Particularly, a content helper-requester pair
is called admissible only when the delivery success rate is
larger than a given threshold, as described in the following
definition.
Definition 4 (Admissible Helper-Requester Pair Set):

Given a set of requesters R, a set of helpers H, and
a set of CUEs C, a helper-requester D2D link is said
to be admissible when the success probability is larger
than the target threshold vdmin. Thus, the admissible helper-
requester set allowed to reuse the spectrum of CUE c can be
denoted as

Ac =

{
(r, h) : r ∈ R, h ∈ H,Pr(r, h, c) ≥ vdmin

}
, (3a)

s.t.
PCc gc,B

PHh hh,B + σ
2
N

≥ γ cmin,
PHh gh,r

PCc hc,r + σ
2
N

≥ γ dmin,

(3b)

where γ cmin and γ dmin are the minimum required
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) requirements
for CUEs and D2D communications, respectively.
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Based on the hierarchical bi-partite graph consisting
of only admissible helper-requester pairs (i.e., admissible
d2d links) and the corresponding cellular resources, different
matching algorithms [22], [23] can be applied to optimize
the content sharing and spectrum allocation to achieve dif-
ferent system objectives, such as the Hungarian algorithm,
H-matching algorithm, and GS algorithm.

B. MOBILITY-IMPACTED SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS
CONSIDERATION
Recall that the success rate of D2D communications is of
critical significance on the construction of bi-partite graphs,
which can further impact the achievable performance of our
optimization problems in (1) and (2). In this subsection, we
will demonstrate the derivation of delivery success rate by
considering both physical and social factors.

To start with, we can express the achievable data rate
of the direct D2D transmission link between helper h and
requester r by reusing resource of CUE c as

Rr,h,c = B log2

(
1+

PHh gh,r
PCc hc,r + σ

2
N

)
. (4)

However, a communication link with a high data rate at
a particular moment is not always a good choice since it
may be unstable and become weak at the next moment.
Recall that, beyond the physical link condition, stability of
transmission links between content requesters and helpers
are usually affected by social interactions in terms of contact
duration and frequency. Generally, the desired contents can
be considered successfully delivered if the data transmission
can be accomplished within a single encounter (contact)
or through multiple encounters. We consider a general
case where the content can be transmitted to the requester
in multiple-encounter, with maximum allowable delay
constraint δmax.

Assume that the number of the encounters between the
helper and requester follows a Poisson process with rate λ.
Thus, the distribution of the number of contact times within
δmax can be expressed as

P(E = `) =
e−λδmax (λδmax)`

`!
. (5)

Assume that the e-th contact duration, denoted as Te,
follows the negative exponential distribution with param-
eter τ . Therefore, the total duration T =

∑E
e=1 Te for

accomplishing transmission follows the Erlang distribution
with PDF as

fT (x,E, τ ) =
xE−1e−x/τ

τE0(E)
. (6)

Based on the aforementioned analysis and referring to [13],
for sufficiently large δmax

τ
, we can approximate Pr(r, h, c),

the success rate for content requester getting a packet
with the sizeM/k bits from helper h over CUE c’s spectrum,

as follows.

Pr(r, h, c)

≈ Prob

{(
E∑
e=1

Te

)
Rr,h,c ≥ M/k

}

=

∞∑
`=1

{[ ∫ δmax
τr,h

0

PHh αh,r

PHh αh,r +
(
PCc βc,r

) (
2
M/k/B
t·τr,h − 1

)

exp

− 2
M/k/B
t·τr,h −1

PHh αh,r/σ
2
N

 t`−1e−t

0(`)
dt
]
×
e−λδmax (λδmax)`

`!

}
,

(7)

where τr,h is exponentially distributed, indicating the average
contact duration between the r-th content requester and the
h-th helper.
After calculating the success probability of each poten-

tial helper-requester D2D link reusing different spectrum
resources of cellular users, the hierarchical bi-partite graph
can be established according to the analysis in Section III-A.

IV. OPTIMIZATION FOR CONTENT DOWNLOADING
In this section, we target at the objective optimization in
terms of average D2D hit ratio and downloading transmission
cost by finding the optimal matching for content requesters,
helpers, and cellular resources.

A. ADMISSIBLE MATCHING RESULTS
AssumeM to be a set of combinations representing the final
optimal matching results, and it can be expressed as

M = {(r, h, c) : (r, h) ∈ Ac, c ∈ C, qr,h = 1, sh,c = 1},

where
∑
r∈R

qr,h ≤ 1,
∑
h∈H

sh,c≤1,
∑
c∈C

sh,c≤1. (8)

Based on the final matching results, requester r can get
desired content through the distributed storage system via
D2D communications only when it can find no less than
k helpers. Particularly, we assign exactly k helpers for each
requester to avoid wasting resources, by using H-matching.

Define Rd to be the set of requesters that can find enough
helpers for distributed content downloading, where

Rd
=

{
r ∈ R :

∑
h

qr,h ≥ k and (r, h, c) ∈M
}
. (9)

Therefore, for the r-th requester obtaining content via
D2D communications, a set of k helpers will transmit
data packets to it over the corresponding cellular spectrum
resources, denoted as HCr ,

HCr =
{
(hr1, c

r
1), (h

r
2, c

r
2), . . . , (h

r
k , c

r
k )
}
,∀r ∈ Rd ,

where (r, hr`, c
r
`) ∈M, ` = 1, . . . , k. (10)

Recall that content sharing in the distributed storage system
has two cases: content sharing within the coverage or out
of the coverage area of the BS. For both cases, we can
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either target on the optimization objective of maximizing the
D2D hit ratio or minimizing the downloading transmission
cost. However, we will take a more representative one for
each case. Specifically, for requesters out of the BS coverage,
the average D2D hit ratio is a critical metric since requesters
can only get desired contents from adjacent helpers.
On the other hand, for content sharing within the BS cov-
erage, requesters can always get desired contents since the
BS can provide all the contents. In this case, minimiza-
tion of content transmission cost becomes more important.
In the following two subsections, we will demonstrate the
two optimization formulations, respectively.

B. MAXIMIZING AVERAGE D2D HIT RATIO
As we discussed above, the average D2D hit ratio is an
important metric for content sharing out of the BS coverage,
since requesters in this case cannot get required contents if
they fail to be reached from adjacent helpers via D2D links.
Thus, in this subsection, we aim at finding the optimal Q, S
and p to maximize the average D2D hit ratio.
Notice that bi-partite graphs used in this case are weighted,

and the weight of the edge is defined as the success rate of
data transmission. Thus, the optimal problem in (1) is further
expressed as

max
Q,S,p

1
R

∑
r∈Rd

[
k∏
`=1

Pr(r, hr`, c
r
`)

]
(11a)

s.t.
∑
r∈R

qr,h ≤ 1, (11b)∑
h∈H

sh,c ≤ 1,
∑
c∈C

sh,c ≤ 1, (11c)

0 � g(p) � pmax. (11d)

However, it is difficult to find the global optimal matching
M by optimizing Q, S and p simultaneously. Therefore, we
propose a low complexity heuristic algorithm to split the
optimization problem (11) into several steps, by optimizing
Q, S and p separately. For example, the optimal S and p
can be found with fixed Q. Focusing on the resource allo-
cation oriented bi-partite graph only, we can calculate the
weight of the edges (delivery success rate) by optimizing p.
Then maximum weighted matching algorithms, such as the
Hungarian algorithm (e.g., Kuhn-Munkres (KM)), can be
used to optimize S to maximize the sum of delivery suc-
cess rate. By doing so, the probability that the requester
can successfully get content from the adjacent helpers can
be guaranteed to some extent. Similarly, the optimal Q and
the corresponding p can be found by focusing on the con-
tent sharing oriented bi-partite graph only, with fixed S.
However, different from the one-to-one matching between
D2D links and cellular resources, the matching between
content requesters and helpers is a one-to-many matching,
i.e., 1-to-k matching in our distributed storage system
using the MDS code. Thus, the KM algorithm cannot
be used directly when optimizing Q, and we propose an

Algorithm 2 Maximization of Average D2D Hit Ratio

begin
Step 1: Initialization.
for r ∈ R, h ∈ H do

Initialize sh,c by allocating the spectrum of the
CUE c with minimum hc,r .

end
repeat

Step 2: Content sharing based matching.
Based on the temporary results of S, construct
a bi-partite graph representing content
sharing, the weight of the edges is delivery
success rate, which can be calculated by
optimizing p referring to (3) and (7).
Use the EKM algorithm to
optimize Q.

Step 3: Resource allocation oriented
matching.
Based on given Q, construct a bi-partite
graph representing resource allocation, the
weight of the edges in the graph is defined as
delivery success rate, which can be calculated
by optimizing p referring to (3) and (7).
Use the KM algorithm to optimize S.

until Converge;
Step 4: The optimal solution is the iterative result of

Q, S and p.
end

expanded KM (EKM) algorithm based on H-matching to
solve such a matching problem. More details about the
EKM algorithm can be found in Algorithm 1.

Based on the discussion above, our low complexity
suboptimal solution can be summarized as:
step 1: Initialization: For each potential content requester-

helper pair, we first allocate initial cellular spectrum
resource for data transmission.

step 2: Matching based content sharing: Based on the
given S, we optimize p and Q to maximize the sum
of the delivery success rate.

step 3: Matching based resource allocation: Based on the
optimized Q in the former step, we optimize p and
S to maximize the sum of delivery success rate.

step 4: Repeating step 2 to step 3 until converge.
More details can be found in Algorithm 2. Algorithm 2will

finally converge, which is proved in the Appendix.

C. MINIMIZING DOWNLOADING TRANSMISSION COST
For the requesters who can always get required contents
(requesters within the BS coverage), they usually concern
more about the minimization of downloading transmission
cost. Generally, the downloading transmission cost includes
two parts: the cost for D2D transmission and the cost for
downloading from the BS. Notice that for content sharing
out of the BS coverage, only the D2D transmission cost
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is considered, whereas both D2D and BS transmission cost
are involved for the case of content downloading within the
BS coverage. In this subsection, we focus on theminimization
of the overall transmission cost, including the BS and D2D
delivery cost, by optimizing Q, S and p.
Without loss of generality, the bi-partite graphs used here

are weighted and the edge weight can be defined as the cost
for content downloading. Specifically, the cost consumed by
data transmission between helper h and requester r by reusing
the resource of CUE c can be described as

Co(r, h, c) =
M · PHh · B

k · Rr,h,c
. (12)

Therefore, for requester r that can find k neighbouring
helpers for data transmission, the total D2D downloading cost
can be described as

CoD(r) =
∑

(h,c)∈HCr

Co(r, h, c). (13)

Similarly, the cost for getting content from the associated
BS can be expressed as

CoB(r) =
M · PB · B
k · RB,r

, (14)

where PB is the transmit power of the BS and RB,r =
B log2(1+ PBgB,r )/σ

2
N .

Therefore, the optimization problem in (2) can be
rewritten as

min
Q,S,p

∑
r∈Rd

[ k∏
`=1

Pr(r, hr`, c
r
`) · CoD(r)

+

(
1−

k∏
`=1

Pr(r, hr`, c
r
`)
)
· CoB(r)

]
+

∑
r∈R−Rd

CoB(r) (15a)

s.t.
∑
r∈R

qr,h ≤ 1, (15b)∑
h∈H

sh,c ≤ 1,
∑
c∈C

sh,c ≤ 1, (15c)

0 � g(p) � pmax. (15d)

To solve the optimization problem in (15), we can
adopt a heuristic algorithm which is similar to the one
in Section IV-B by finding a suboptimal solution with low
complexity. In other words, Algorithm 2 can also be applica-
ble to this case. The only difference is that, when constructing
bi-partite graphs in step 2 and step 3, the weight of the edges
is defined as the downloading cost rather than the success
rate.

Naturally, if a requester is located out of coverage area of
its associated BS, then it can only get desired content from
neighbouring content helpers. Thus, the problem of mini-
mizing downloading transmission cost of requester becomes
easier, since the probability for achieving the content from the
BS equals to 0. To avoid necessary repellency, the detail can
refer to (15).

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we test simulation results to illustrate the per-
formance in terms of the averageD2D hit ratio and download-
ing transmission cost for content requesters. All the following
simulation results are averaged over 200 trials. Without loss
of generality, we assume that large-scale path-loss exponents
are identical and equal to 4, other simulation parameters used
in this paper are listed in Table 1 unless specified.

TABLE 1. Simulation parameters.

A. CONTENT SHARING OUT OF BS COVERAGE
Recall that, for the case where content requesters are located
out of the BS coverage, the maximization of the average
D2D hit ratio of content sharing is the primary goal. Thus, the
system performance is analyzed in this subsection in terms
of average D2D hit ratio and computation (simulation) time.
Notice that, for the case where requesters are located out of
the BS coverage area, there is no downloading transmission
cost from the BS. Thus, only D2D transmission cost is neces-
sary to be investigated.Without loss of generality, the average
D2D transmission cost is defined as the ratio of the transmis-
sion cost for D2D downloading to the number of requesters
obtaining contents successfully via D2D communications.

Recall that the set of helper-requester pairs are first
narrowed according to Definition 4 before optimizing the
three-dimensional matching and resource allocation. The
impact of the delivery success rate, vdmin, on the achievable
average D2D hit ratio has been elaborated in Fig. 3. Specif-
ically, ‘‘With Candidacy’’ and ‘‘No Candidacy’’ are used to
denote the cases with and without candidate helper-requester
pair set narrowing, respectively. As shown in Fig. 3, the
‘‘No Candidacy’’ case achieves almost the same aver-
age D2D hit ratio and computational time with different
vdmin since the helper-requester pair candidacy based on

vdmin is not considered. On the other hand, both the aver-
age D2D hit ratio and the corresponding computational
time decline with the increasing of vdmin in the ‘‘With
Candidacy’’ case. Particularly, the average D2D hit ratio
keeps almost unchanged when vdmin is relatively small,
because the elimination of the helper-requester pairs with
the low success rate causes nearly no performance loss.
Simultaneously, the reduction of computational time is not
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FIGURE 3. Average D2D hit ratio and computational time with different transmission success rate thresholds. (a) D2D Hit Ratio.
(b) Computational Time.

FIGURE 4. Average D2D hit ratio and average D2D transmission cost with different numbers of content helpers and CUEs.
(a) D2D Hit Ratio. (b) D2D Transmission Cost.

satisfying, since only a small portion of helper-requester pairs
are excluded. When vdmin keeps growing, the average D2D hit
ratio decreases sharply since more and more helper-requester
pairs will be excluded, leading to a lower probability that
content requesters can find enough qualified helpers and
less computation time will be achieved as well. Thus, the
determination of vdmin is a key to the tradeoff between
the achievable D2D hit ratio and computational time. In the
following simulation of this subsection, we freeze the case of
‘‘With Candidacy’’ and set vdmin = 0.4.
Fig. 4 illustrates the impact of different numbers of

content helpers and CUEs on the achievable system per-
formance. With the increasing of the number of content
helpers, the average D2D hit ratio of content downloading
grows. A larger H indicates a higher probability that more
requesters can find enough qualified content helpers for data
transmission, leading to a larger average hit ratio. On the
other hand, since a larger H indicates that more requesters
can get contents successfully via D2D links, the average

D2D transmission cost declines as well. Similarly, more
CUEs provide for more choices and possibly better spec-
trum reusing for content sharing, thereby achieving a higher
D2D hit ratio and lower average D2D transmission cost.

In Fig. 5, the impact of the number of content requesters
and different delay constraints on the achievable average
D2D hit ratio and transmission cost are illustrated. With
fixed H and C , a larger R means a possibility that more
requesters cannot find enough helpers and cellular spectrum
resources for data transmission, thereby resulting a lower
average D2D hit ratio and a larger average D2D transmission
cost. On the other hand, the average D2D hit ratio increases
and average D2D transmission cost decreases with increasing
λδmax, because looser transmission delay constraint leads to
a higher delivery success rate of D2D data transmission.

B. CONTENT SHARING WITHIN BS COVERAGE
If the requesters are located within BS coverage, there is
no doubt that these requesters can get all the content from
the serving BS, even they might fail to get the desired
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FIGURE 5. Average D2D hit ratio and average D2D transmission cost with different average contact times within delay constraint.
(a) D2D Hit Ratio. (b) D2D Transmission Cost.

FIGURE 6. Average D2D transmission cost for the case of content sharing within BS coverage. (a) Impact of λδmax and R. (b) Impact
of H and C .

content from neighbouring helpers. Thus, the hit ratio for the
requesters are supposed to be 1. Therefore, the D2D hit ratio
for requesters becomes insignificant. In this subsection, the
performance is analyzed in terms of minimizing the overall
downloading transmission cost, including the delivery costs
for BS and D2D both.

To begin with, we analyze the impact of different param-
eters on the achievable average D2D transmission cost, as
shown in Fig. 6. Similar to the results in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5,
looser transmission delay constraint indicates a higher deliv-
ery success rate, and thereby leading to a lower average
D2D transmission cost. With fixed H and C , more content
requesters indicates that some requesters will fail to find
enough helpers for D2D content sharing, leading to a larger
average D2D transmission cost. In addition, larger H and C
have a higher probability of better choices for content sharing
and spectrum reusing, thereby consuming lower averageD2D
transmission cost. In the following simulation results, when
the transmission cost is mentioned, it refers to the overall
downloading transmission cost unless specified.

Similar to the results in Fig. 3, Fig. 7 demonstrates
the impact of delivery success rate threshold on the over-
all downloading transmission cost and computational time.
When compared to the ‘‘No Candidacy’’ case, the ‘‘With
Candidacy’’ case consumes more transmission cost but less
computational time with the increasing of vdmin. In the
‘‘With Candidacy’’ case, links with success rate lower than
vdmin are expelled, leading to lower computational time.
Meanwhile, it becomes harder for requesters to find enough
partners for D2D delivery, more requesters may have to
download from the BS, causing a higher downloading cost.
When vdmin is relatively small, the performance in terms
of the transmission cost is satisfying but the reduction
of computational time is not significant. When vdmin is
too large, more time is saved but the transmission cost
increases sharply simultaneously. Therefore, the candidate
requester-helper pair set narrowing becomes meaningful only
when the value of vdmin is set appropriately. By determining
vdmin properly, the ‘‘With Candidacy’’ case can consume less
time without noticeable performance loss. In what follows,
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FIGURE 7. The overall downloading transmission cost and computational time with different transmission success rate thresholds.
(a) Transmission Cost. (b) Computational Time.

FIGURE 8. Average D2D hit ratio and the overall downloading transmission cost with different maximum allowable delay
constraints. (a) D2D Hit Ratio. (b) Transmission Cost.

FIGURE 9. Average D2D hit ratio and overall downloading transmission cost with different compulsory numbers of content
helpers. (a) D2D Hit Ratio. (b) Transmission Cost.

we will freeze the case ‘‘With Candidacy’’ with vdmin = 0.4,
as shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.

The impact of λδmax and R on the achievable average
D2D hit ratio and the overall downloading transmission cost

has been depicted in Fig. 8. Intuitively, the increasing of the
number of content requesters possibly indicates that more
requesters will fail to acquire contents via D2D links and
finally have to download from the BS, causing a lower aver-
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age D2D hit ratio and a larger transmission cost. Meanwhile,
more time is allowed for D2D data transmission with a
larger λδmax, and thus a higher D2D delivery success rate
can be achieved and fewer requesters have to receive contents
from the BS, further leading to a lower transmission cost.

Fig. 9 demonstrates the impact of different k andM on the
average D2D hit ratio and the overall downloading transmis-
sion cost. For a content requester, a successful D2D content
downloading indicates that data transmissions over all the
k content helper-requester links should be successful.
Therefore, for each content requester attempting to get
desired contents via D2D links, the success probability is
equal to the product of the transmission success rate of the
k links. Thus, the average D2D hit ratio decreases with a
larger k with fixed M , as shown in Fig. 9(a). Since a larger
k indicates a lower D2D hit ratio, more content helpers may
fail to get contents via D2D links and have to seek help from
the BS, leading to a larger downloading transmission cost, as
can be seen from 9(b). In addition, a largerM means that the
size of data packets need to be transmitted is larger, leading
to a lower transmission success rate, thereby a lower average
D2D hit ratio and a larger downloading transmission cost.

VI. CONCLUSION
This work studied the content sharing problem in a distributed
storage system connected via D2D links based on mobile
users’ social interaction information. In particular, we con-
sidered both statistical channel information and statistical
user mobility model to establish D2D links. We discussed
relative success probability for D2D assisted downloading
in terms of multiple encounter times for D2D users by con-
sidering different sizes of the desired content. Given MDS
as the selected erasure correcting code, we also optimized
power allocation to guarantee a higher success rate that
at least k qualified D2D links can work well simultane-
ously with a higher SINR. Simulation results show that our
proposed policy can satisfactorily meet the target delivery
success rate.

APPENDIX
PROOF OF CONVERGENCE OF ALGORITHM 2
To facilitate the subsequent analysis, we will first analyze the
number of all the possible values of S and Q.

Notice that not all the requesters can always find enough
qualified content helpers for content sharing. Assume that
the content sharing oriented bi-partite graph is a complete
graph, in this case, the number of requesters that can suc-
cessfully find k matching partners, denoted as Rs, is the
largest, and Rs = min{R, bHk c}, where b

H
k c is equal to

the maximum integer no larger than H
k . For the first suc-

cessfully matched content requester, there can be Ck
H pos-

sibilities of partner selection, where Cn
m =

m!
(m−n)!n! . The

next successful requester has Ck
H−k choices, and so forth.

Therefore, the number of all the possible values of Q is

equal to CRs
R

Rs∏
i=1
Ck
H−(i−1)k . Denote Q as the set of all the

possible values of Q, and the cardinality of Q is |Q| =

CRs
R

Rs∏
i=1
Ck
H−(i−1)k .

Similarly, not all the potential content helper-requester
links can find proper cellular spectrum resources to reuse.
Considering the case where the resource allocation oriented
bi-partite graph is a complete graph, in this case, at most
min(H ,C) content helper-requester pairs can be allocated
with cellular spectrum resources. Therefore, the matching
between cellular resources and potential D2D links has
Amin{H ,C}
max{H ,C} possibilities, where A

n
m =

m!
(m−n)! . Denote S as the

set of all the possible values of S, and the cardinality of S is

|S| = Amin{H ,C}
max{H ,C}.

According to Algorithm 2, we can denote the optimal
matching resulting in the i-th iteration as Qi and Si, Qi ∈ Q
and Si ∈ S. Let UQi,Si denote the achievable system utility
(average D2D hit ratio or downloading transmission cost)
with matching resultsQi and Si. We can have UQi,Si � UQj,Sj
if Qi and Si can result in an equal or better system utility
(a higher average D2D hit ratio or a lower transmission cost)
than Qj and Sj, where Qj ∈ Q and Sj ∈ S. Thus, we have the
following propositions.
Proposition 1: With the increasing of iterations, the

matching results in step 2 and step 3 in Algorithm 2 can lead
to a better or equal performance. In other words, UQi+1,Si �

UQi,Si � UQi,Si−1 .
Proof: In the i-th iteration, we can obtain Qi in Step 2

based on the given Si−1. Then, with the given Qi, we can
use KM algorithm to get the optimal matching result, Si. In
other words, with fixed Qi, UQi,Si � UQi,Sj for any Sj 6=
Si. Therefore, UQi,Si � UQi,Si−1 . Similarly, we can have
UQi+1,Si � UQi,Si .
Proposition 2: Algorithm 2 is guaranteed to converge, and

the maximum number of iteration of step 2 and step 3 is
min {|Q|, |S|} + 1.

Proof: Algorithm 2 terminates once the optimalQ and S
do not change any more during the iteration. Assuming that
(Q∗,S∗) is the final optimal solution of Algorithm 2, thus
both Q∗ and S∗ will appear at least twice since they are the
matching results in the last two iterations of step 2 and step 3.
In the following, we will prove that Sx will appear no more
than once for every Sx ∈ S,Sx 6= S∗. Similarly, Qx will
appear no more than once for every Qx ∈ Q,Qx 6= Q∗.

Assume that Sx first appears at the i-th iteration of step 2
and step 3 in Algorithm 2, and it will appear at least twice
during the iteration. Assume that the second appearance of Sx
is in the j-th iteration. Since Sx is not final optimal solution
of S, we can have j > i + 1 and UQi,Si ≺ UQi+1,Si ≺ UQj,Sj
according to Proposition 1, where Si = Sj = Sx . In the
j + 1-th iteration, with the given Sj = Si, the corresponding
optimal matching result of Q must satisfy Qj+1 = Qi+1.
Thus, we can have UQj,Sj � UQj+1,Sj = UQi+1,Si , which
contradicts with UQi+1,Si ≺ UQj,Sj . Thus, every Sx ∈ S,
Sx 6= S∗ appears at most once during the iteration. Similarly,
we can prove thatQx will appear no more than once for every
Qx ∈ Q, Qx 6= Q∗.
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Based on the analysis above, we can easily conclude that
the number of iterations of step 2 and step 3 in Algo-
rithm 2 is finite, and the maximum number of iteration is
min {|Q|, |S|} + 1.

According to Proposition 1, the update of S and Q can
lead to a better or equal system performance, and the number
of iterations of Algorithm 2 is less than min {|Q|, |S|} + 1
based on Proposition 2. Therefore, Algorithm 2 will finally
converge to the optimal solution within min {|Q|, |S|} + 1
iterations.
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